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Rick Nankin put an incredible campaign together this year to avin yet another Lipton Cup title. Pie by Peter Goldman 

NEW 
YACHTS 

South African 
manufacturers of the 

following classic yachts: 

e SADLER 26 

e DUDLEY DIX TLC 27 
e ROBERTS 

MEDITERRANNE 37 
e COMPASS47 

VARIOUS LEVELS OF COMPLETION NOW 

AVAILABLE TO SUIT YOUR BUDGET 
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BOATBUILDERS 

1482 Seilskip Road, azer Park 

Honeydew 

Tel: 011-7943766 
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"Rick here, what's your weight 
mate?" 

"Ah, about 82 kilograms, Nanks", 
I said, wondering why he was 
bothering with my weight to sail on 
a 60-footer in the Spring Regatta. 

"Perfect" he replies smugly. Now he's 
really got me thinking what he is up to. 

"Have we got weight problems on 
Warrior?" I innocently ask. "No, no, 
you're perfect for Lipton this year," he 
gleefully remarks. (Great to be chosen for 
a regatta because of my weight and not 
my sailing ability!) This of course was 
going down telephonically just after I had 
put my young sprog, Damien, down for 
the night and I was settling into my third 
Heineken whilst watching Sky Sports. 

The rest, Ladies and Gentlemen, is 
history. Having sailed Lipton with the 
formidable King/Nankin combo in PE in 
'99, I looked forward to being part of a 
long awaited Nankin-led L26 Lipton 
Campaign. Many of his detractors have 
for too long said that the King/Nankin 
thing was more a King thing (not taking 
anything away from Chris - he is masterful 
behind any helm anywhere). For us, this 
was never an issue and we set about 
preparing our charge, kindly sponsored by 
Mike Daly of Daly's Insurance. For the 
record, we were representing the 
Theewaters Sailing Club. 

The crew and their relevant positions 
were filled as follows: 
Adventureland (Bow): Dave Kaine 
Dreamland (Forward of traveller): Ant 

Spillebean and Ian Park-Ross 
Fantasyland (Helm): Rick Nankin 
Piano (Halyards): Yours Truly 
Floating: James Largier 

James is one of South Africa's top 
young (12) Oppie sailors and Rick brought 
him along to introduce him to this 
extremely competitive class of sailing and 
to contribute to our somewhat lightweight 
crew (also to bring the average age down 
somewhat). Both Spillers and Parky have 
incredible strength to weight ratio but 
when it comes to weight on the rail, they 
are a bit pathetic. Hence, Dave and myself 
fast became the hanging heavies that 
provided Nanks with more "lift" than he 
cared for! 

A couple of weekend 
windward/leewards set up by Manuel 
Mendes and his more than capable team, 
allowed us the opportunity to shake out 
the cobwebs, iron out the problems and if 
you don't mind one more cliche, to sort 
out the men from the boys. This was 
followed by Old Mutual's Green Light L26 
Western Province Champs, which was 
won, on a split by Ellian Perch's Royal 
Cape Yacht Club team led by Mark Sadler 
and Greg Davis. 

The old wives' tale of winning the 
Province Champs not standing you in 
good stead to win the Cup must have 
been bugging Mark and his team. We 
were OK as the split relegated us to 
second and a bright forecast for the week 
ahead. 

Not so bright were the weather 
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You watch with pleasure as other men caress her with 

their eyes. The flush deck and timeless sweep of her 

sheer. The long overhanging transom. Her elegance 

which is enhanced by the most modern of details;--

titanium stanchions. But all this pales next to her crowning glory, the 

Quantum sails, their flattering cut accentuating every curve for a perfect 

fit. And the fabric, as fluid as the sea itself, curls out to tease tht! wind. 

her alone you give your all. No compromises. No .,horteuts. _ 

Quantum shares your passion. Why should your cruising sails be anything Home Page 

less? Only the finest materials, the most sophisticated design, and the best 

construction techniques produce great sails, no matter their purpose. This 

is why the most discerning sailors, not just Grand Prix, America's Cup and 

Whitbread racers, choose our sails. Quantum has become the ultimate 

statement in strength, performance and lasting beauty. It is no wonder that 

she leaves so many speechless in her wake. 

Durban: 
Tel: +27-31-304-5504 • Fax: +27-31-304-5450 
E-mail: sailsdbn@mweb.co.za 

Richards Bay: 
Sailor's Corner 
Tel: +27-35-788 0962 • Fax: +27-35-788 0963 

QUANTUM 
J SAIL DESIGN GROUP 

Where soi/making is a performing ort 



Ian Ainslie and his development crew came so close to winning the Lipton Cup, but after a hard-fought battle had to be content 
with second place. Pie by Peter Goldman 

forecasts bandied about by the pundits. 
Cold fronts galore were racked and 
stacked to the west of the country just 
waiting to s_hare their "glorious" 
accompanying weather. Indeed, known as 
the "Green Season" in the Cape, it 
normally is quite a pleasant time of the 
year. However, not so this year with our 
up-country Gauteng and Durban friends 
experiencing our "Secret Season" with 
cold front upon cold front resulting in "full 
metal jacket" being the call for most of the 
days. 

Saturday saw competitors being 
weighed in, checking safety gear, last 
minute tune-up sails and meeting old 
friends. During our build up, our 
mathematical genius, Rick, constantly 
reminded us how potent it was to be on 
weight, on time and on the button. "Huh! 
7.2kgs over" was the official cry from 
chief weighing officer, Vicky Stevenson. 

Having been down that road a few times 
in our respective careers, it was off to 
Branson's Gym to shed 7 kgs between us! 
Amazingly, both Parky and Spillers lost 
2kgs apiece whilst fat Robbie and Dave 
lost a kg each. Nanks and young Jamey 
lost the rest and we were back in the 
Lipton Challenge Cup 2001. 

Day one greeted us with a moderate 
northerly and a small chop. Coming out of 
the starting blocks like Jack Flash, coupled 
with an extremely fast and "flat" beat, saw 
us first at the weather mark of the first of 
the "funnies" - the Rectangular Course as 
prescribed by Sir Thomas all those years 
ago. 

Sailing these square legs in evenly 
matched boats makes for pretty much 
procession stuff as there is a lot of 
reaching, so getting to the top mark first 
was an important step in this multiple 
step, six-day task that lay ahead of us. On 

Caribbean Charter 
SPECIAL OFFER 

Owner offering charter of his Mooring 4700 catamaran in 

British Virgin Islands at HALF current rate for 2 weeks 

prior to end December 200 I. Normal rate US$ I 000 -

Special rate US$500 per day 
Contact: 021-419 0722 OR allboats@iafrica.com 
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the first reach we encountered a ship 
leaving Table Bay and although in the 
lead, we needed to make some snappy 
decisions as to which side to leave it to. 
Management called the gybe and off we 
went crossing the bows of one huge 
tanker. The immediate opposition were 
locked in a tight battle and a bit too deep 
to follow us, so they went around the 
stern of the ship affording us a bigger 
margin. This dissection of the fleet (by the 
ship) and Nank's decision to cross it's 
bows made up for his miserable 
mathematical faux pas prior to the event 
start. (I still experience headaches every 
morning after all the weight I lost in the 
sauna ... ) 

Olympian Ian Ainslie and his 
development crew (I am still struggling 
with this word - these guys are good, very 
good in fact, and indeed a force to be 
reckoned with. Lets forget "development" 
and substitute "Developed"), pipped Pete 
Shaw into third with Mark Sadler opening 
his account with a fourth. Dave ''I'll go 
anywhere in my shorts" Hudson showed 
his experience and guile against the 
hugely talented and younger rivals, Greg 
Barker (with Dave's son, Roger onboard) 
to outwit them into sixth place. 

For us, it was a good day at the office 
and a massive boost to our confidence 
knowing that we could play with these 
boys and beat them at their own game. 
I'm sure for Rick it was a sweet moment 
winning round one with everything to look 
forward to. For Rick it was an 
unprecedented 16th Lipton Cup having 
been part of the winning team seven 
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times. His advice to us was to "focus day 
by day, take each race as it comes - keep 
the big picture in mind." 

After sitting on the water for five hours 
on day two, principal race officer Viv 
James postponed race two due to 
switching winds. Lots of comment on the 
dock afterwards because to the 
inexperienced eye there was breeze to sail 
in - but not steady enough for Viv to lay a 
course. As Greg Davis suggested to me 
the next morning: "There might have 
been a lot of unhappy faces after waiting 
around, but there would have been a 
whole bunch more if he had raced us." 
This comment was as a result of Greg 
having driven up over the top of the town 
on his way home and having seen nothing 
but hole upon hole all over the bay. So, 
it's always difficult for Race Officers, but I 
think in hindsight, with his hand having 
been forced, Viv made the right call. 

Day three served up a light northerly 
and the second of the "funny" courses was 
scheduled. Due to the light(ish) conditions, 
the triangular course was the most suitable 
and after a couple of general recalls, we 
started our duel with Sadler and his boys. 
We spent most of the day chasing them 
around the equilateral triangle and going 
up the last beat, the two oldest (on 
average) crews, entered into a tacking 
duel. "Brilliant," I thought, this was what 
legends are made of. Here we are short
tacking up Table Bay Waterway on an 
L26 (on race two only), with my already 
somewhat depleted energy supply, and 

struggling to look composed in front of 
young James. 

Sadler stayed on top of us like an ill
fitting suit all the way to the line with 
Durban stalwart Harry Ellens coming from 
nowhere, from zero to hero, from 14th to 
3rd in one beat (actually, one tack). 
"Amazing" said Harry, "it was looking 
pretty dismal at one stage but all of a 
sudden, with one hitch into the left, we 
were back in." 

Hudson had a bad day in the office 
posting a 13th on board his Green Light. 
"Really nice people you meet clown 
there," was Dave's comment after racing. 
Fair comment from someone who is 
nearly always around the top markers. 
Neil Tocknell kept Durban's chance alive 
with a credible fourth just edging MSC 
(Ainslie) into fifth. After an incident at the 
bottom mark and with a subsequent loss 
of protest and forced to carry a 35th (no 
discard in Lipton), Pete Shaw's campaign 
was put to bed at this early stage. Keep 
your nose clean and stay in your lane 
otherwise it's home early for 
transgressors. 

Day four was postponed due to too 
much weather. Horizontal rain and 
enough breeze to blow Pommies out of 
Pubs, forced Roger Bartholomew to give 
us three blasts on his horn. The 34-strong 
fleet along with managers in their RIBs, 
were silently relieved. 

So there we were, going into day five 
with two clown and a scheduled four to go. 
With the front causing havoc on the 

Wednesday, it passed over the bottom of 
the country and the resultant south
easterly kicked in. When I say kicked in, I 
mean like kick starting a 7 4 7. Breeze and 
lots of it saw us start the last of the 
traditional courses, the sausage. Hard 
beats and very fast runs allowed us to fight 
off Ainslie and his development crew with 
the UCT young guns securing a third. 

The Trustees had kindly agreed to 
allow a second race (on the same day) 
after the last compulsory traditional 
course. This is not normally allowed, as 
according to the deed, the traditional 
courses are to be sailed alone on separate 
days. So, there we were, stuck out there 
with 30 knots gusting in from the South 
Atlantic, no food and lots of water (sea 
water), waiting for the backmarkers to 
finish. This is when our highly trained 
bodies took the strain as they cooled down 
to well below the wind chill factor of, I 
wager, 5 deg. C. 

No problem from the comfort of the 
committee boat as they set us off on race 
four, the first of the scheduled Olympic 
courses. Pete Shaw took off like a robber's 
dog and showed us all a clean transom as 
he covered the fleet with a very handsome 
margin on this very windswept Table Bay 
racecourse. Ainslie, proving to be as 
consistent as ever, carded another second 
for the day leaving us with a third (our 
worst finish thus far). Royal Cape limped 
in with a sixth, automatically making 
Ainslie our main threat just four points 
behind. Sadler was a further five points 
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adrift of Ian, leaving us with a and go for it. We had indecisiveness 

on the last run and knew we had to 
be positive and rely on our tactical 
ability to attack without losing a 
place. We covered Paul Lagesse 
who hit the left-hand side of the 
course. Also up there was Harry 
Ellens looking for another pot of 
gold which he had so cleverly 

clearly defined task for the last day. 
Rick's wife Liz had to undergo 

major surgery on the Friday, so it 
was that morning that we 
welcomed ex-Fireball national 
champion, George Amoils, as our 
stand-in helmsmall. Coincidentally, 
Rick is also an ex-Fireball national 
champion. Big shoes to fill I feared, 
but having played a few rounds of 
golf with George, I knew he had 
BMT. 

Viv was now on a roll and after 
Thursday's day of hell for some 
(ex-Hobie World Champions Blaine 
Dodds and William Edwards lost 
their rig), he set the last of the two 
Olympic Courses. We had to stay 
near Ainslie, not out of sight of 
Sadler, but near enough to the top 
of the leader board to be able to 
have a relatively "safe" last race. 

Durban's Craig Millar on Ocean 
Sailing Academy gave us all a 
lesson and took the bullet on the 
penultimate race. Sadler and Davis 
took second away from Pete Shaw 
who had us sandwiched with 
Jerome Mcloughlin, his best for 
the week. MSC lost a lot on the 
last beat and whilst doing so, put 
three boats between us. Things 
were shaping up for us, with our 
neatly placed fourth, and with Ian 
posting his worst for the week, a 
nice buffer had formed. "Quite 
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stumbled across in race two. We 
now stood on and were committed 
to the lay. As it turned out Harry 
overstood, we banged the lay and 
another place was gained. 

Easy hey? Not so, by no means. 
This is a hard regatta, the 
competition is fierce, the boats are 
small and uncomfortable for some, 
and the weather this time was cruel 
if not brutal. Rick put together an 
amazing campaign whilst going 
through an incredibly tough time 
personally. Stay focused and 
prepare well, time on the water is 
immeasurable. 

We have an enormous amount of 
talent in this country and it is 
encouraging to see youngsters like 
Sadler, Barker, Mcloughlin and 
Lagesse placing high up on the 
leaderboard. 

Mark Sadler and Greg Davis, like Ian Ainslie, came so 

For us it was a great event. It was 
our turn, not by luck, but_ with hard 
work, determination and some great 
sailing by the team. Forget Cool 
Hand Luke, Rick was masterful. 
Seldom do you see a man so 

close to victory, too. Pie by Peter Goldman 
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safe,,. I thought. NEVER do this; take it 
race by race. 

Going into the last race we were seven 
and eight points respectively ahead of our 
two closest rivals. In the previous Liptons I 
sailed, this was by far the biggest margin 
on the last day, and I silently forgot the 
race by race advice Rick had given us. "In 
the bag," sprung to mind and I was all but 
lifting the trophy high into the sky, 
drinking only the best champagne money 
could buy. Nothing like a- cheap thrill 
wherever you are in the world; it's almost 
as bad as "inventing·· a header. Our last, 
fairly low pressure start was crippling, and 
I gloomily counted 11 boats ahead of us at 
the top mark. "Chip and charge" -
another of Nank's quips - saw us reel in 
three boats on the first reach and run. Our 
beats were pretty indecisive and no legs 
were made on the bunch ahead, never 
mind how difficult it was to attack both 
sides of the track. 

On the second last run we were ninth 
and after doing the maths, we were OK 
for a split for first overall. BUT, some boys 
were banging corners and it was difficult 
for us to decide who to cover and who to 
keep close to without surrendering 
another place. The right was paying 
handsomely at times and the left wasn't 
too flash, but gains were there to be 
made. Whilst all this was going on, Ainslie 
and Sadler were dissecting the course 
ensuring a first and second place for 
themselves. 

So, where to now? Make a decision 

focused, dedicated and calm, knowing 
what to do, when to do it and why. The 
guy is a legend, race with him one day; it 
will enrich your sailing life. Oh, and never 
forget, "always look on the bright side of 
life ... " J, 

Results 

1 Dalys Insurance Rick Nankin 
2 MSC Donna Mia Always Ian Ainslie 
3 RCYC Orion Challenger G Davis/M Sadler 
4 Quantum Sails G Barker/R Hudson 
5 Green Light Dave Hudson 
6 Parental Guidance Harry Ellens 
7 Ocean Sailing Academy Craig Millar 
8 Harken Jerome Mcloughlin 
9 Dynamic ID Systems Paul Lagesse 
10 North Sails Harken Pete Shaw 
11 Computer Associates N Tocknell/K Taylor 
12 SANFA Challenger R Leisegang/A Edwards 
13 Banditio R Turner/N Ormon 
14 Aro G Greer 
15 Brilliance D Provoyeur 
16 Equation Hein de Jamaer 
17 Solid Liquid Filtration Trevor Donald 
18 JML 1 Matthew mentz 
19 Colour of Magic 
20 Gestetner 
21 L'Muncha 
22 The Commodore Hotel 
23 Mischief 
24 Captain Dorego 
25 Lalizas 
26 Thalassa 
27 www.rule69.co.za 
28 Knysna Action Ads 
29 Flying Circus Too 
30 Appleton 
31 Cape Columbine 
32 Macnificent 
33JLM 2 
34 Cape Recife 

Doug Harrowsmith 
Helgard Dannhausser 

Nie Maunder 
Dave garrard 

Glen Marshall 
Clayton Greer 

Peter Roeloffze 
Dave Arnot 
Mike Dann 

William Edwards 
Nigel Hendry 

Jeremy Franken 
Evert Groenewald 

Ernest Chicken 
Nicola Berry 

Steven Bentley 
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Cape Town 
Hylton Morris 
Tel. +27 (021) 674 45 
Fax. +27 (021) 683 62 
E-mail. hmorris@yebo.,:o.za 

I •• 

Durban 
Nancy Pierce-Jones 
Tel. +27 (031) 201 9793 
Fax. +27 (031) 202 7057 
E-mail. nancypj@mweb.co.za 


